
DANGER: Can you tell the difference? Which is the water and which is the sky? 

This picture has been flipped upside down—the water is on the top and the sky is on  the bottom. This was taken today at the Upper End 

of Straight Slough. It is rainwater sitting on top of 2” or less of ice! 

12.4.18 BSAR Kuskokwim River Survey 

“Slowly Healing” 

Summary: 

Today a BSAR team flew an aerial survey of the Johnson and Kuskokwim Rivers from Atmautluak to Tuluksak. They 

also did a short ice survey of the immediate Bethel area. This is what they observed. 

 Even with continued mild weather River conditions have improved significantly since our 11.19.18 Survey 

 However there are still many, many open holes and thin ice areas

 Despite multiple warnings—there are still many People still traveling out there

 No open water was seen in the Johnson River from the Lake to the mouth

 Ice in the immediate Bethel area ranges from 8” in front of town to 2” or less in Straight Slough

 The nearest open water to

Bethel that we observed is 9

miles upstream—in the main

channel near the Gweek

 Akiachak SAR has been busy

marking the many open

holes in their area

 When comparing our records

from the same time in 2017 it

appears that River conditions

this year are slightly better—

but we are still below normal



 2017 was the warmest December on record for the entire State of Alaska—we are tracking just slightly better for 2018 

Caution: The Recently Frozen Old Airport Channel on 12.4.18 

Deadly: The Old Airport Channel & Lower End of Straight 

Slough on 11.19.18 



Upper End of Straight Slough—same area as the first picture in this report 

 4” inches thick at  the Lower End of Straight Slough  2” or less at the Upper End with rainwater on top!!! 



           Bethel Bluffs on 11.19.18—Open Bank to Bank                                                  Bethel Bluffs on 12.4.18—Frozen Over 

BEWARE: Recently Frozen Open Water in the Johnson Riv-

er—notice it has no old snow drifts on it like the right side of 

the River. Scenes like this can be seen all along our Rivers. 

There are still many open holes of all shapes and sizes from the 

Gweek River above Bethel to Tuluksak and beyond 

First Out: Akiachak SAR has been busy 

marking open water in their area 

Thank You! 



 Giant Open Water West Side Below Maciiviq Slough  Small, Medium & Large Open Holes  at Mike Napoka’s Island 

Closing: 

The River is always teaching us. Today we were 

surprised at how much She has healed up since 

our last survey—even with all the mild weather. 

We may be setting up for another warm De-

cember, but with continued patience and extra 

caution we are looking forward to a safe holi-

day traveling season. In the coming weeks  

Search and Rescue Groups all along the River 

with be following Akiachak’s lead and getting 

out to mark remaining danger areas. Things are 

slowly getting better. 

Maybe we should be thankful we’re not stuck 

having to use boats like People in Crooked 

Creek! 

Thank you and Be Safe. 

*Please note: this report is for informational

purposes only. It is not an advisory that it is

safe to travel

December 1, 2018: boating between Crooked Creek & Red Devil 


